
Craft Stick
CATAPULT

PROCEDURE:
9 popsicle
sticks
4 rubber bands
Glue/hot glue
gun
Plastic cap
Items to launch
(i.e pom-poms
or mini
marshmellows)

MATERIALS
Gather your supplies.
Count out 7 craft sticks and stack them
together. 
Wrap a rubber band around each end of the
stack to secure them. 
Take the remaining 2 craft sticks and 1 rubber
band. 
Wrap the band around one end to secure
them together. 
Carefully slide the open end of the stack of
two sticks over the larger stack of craft sticks.
Secure this capital "T" formation with your
remaining rubber band.
Attach your bottle cap with glue to the top of
your craft stick.
Load & launch!
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Craft Stick
CATAPULT

CHALLENGES:

Engineering
Design
Physics
Force

Gravity
Math

Distance

The catapult dates back to around 400 BCE and
was used until Medieval times. 
While the design is rather simple it packs a punch!
The science here focuses on Newton's Third Law
of Motion which states: "An object at rest stays
at rest until a force is applied, and an object
will stay in motion until something creates
an imbalance in the motion. Every action
causes a reaction."
When the top arm of the catapult is pulled down,
you build up potential energy. Releasing the
catapult arm and this potential energy causes it to
change to kinetic energy and your projectile item
goes flying! The force of gravity causes the item to
move in an arc formation, eventually falling to the
ground.

THE SCIENCE BEHIND IT

Place a container (like a bowl) a few feet from
your catapult and measure this distance. Try a
few attempts to try and get your launch item in
or closest to the target container. 
You can also create a bullseye with a piece of
paper to see if you can hit the centre of the
target!

You have three tried to see how far you can
launch your item
Measure the three distances and see if any
changes to your design or how you pull back
changes your launch path

Accuracy Challenge:

Distance Challenge:

Don't forget
to tag us on

social to share
your catapult!
@dc_dcamps


